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 Optional anti-furl device prevents flag wrapping around pole

 Sewn or digitally printed options available

 Available as mirror imaged or double-sided

 A wide variety of materials are available

 Standard 35° angle from the vertical, other angles are available upon request

 Choose from GRP or aluminium flagpoles

Anti-furl 
Our anti-furl device has been developed to minimise risk of the flag 
wrapping itself around the pole to allow full flag visibility at all times. 

The anti-furl device comprises of a flat fibre batten, which is sewn into 
a pocket on the short vertical edge of the flag. This helps keep the flag 
rigid and the eyelet below this rod is used to stop the flag flipping up 
and over the pole.

Flag with anti-furl Flag without anti-furl

Angled Flags
Angled poles and flags are a great way of promoting your business in areas with 
limited ground space and allow your message to be seen from a distance. 

The flag can be made to meet your requirements with mirror image and 
double-sided options available and a wide range of substrates to choose from. 

Our team of account managers have a wealth of experience and are available 
to discuss your requirements and promotional goals and suggest the best 
substrates and print options for you.
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Flags

A wide variety of flagpoles and accessories are 
available to meet your final requirements  

Custom Print Flags
Digitally printed flags
Digital printing allows your flag to have a complex design, whilst 
maintaining a quick turnaround time without compromising on quality.  
Our digital printers are able reproduce crisp photographic images to 
represent your branding and replicate your logo. 

Once printed the flags can be finished with a rope and toggle, a banner 
sleeve or eyelets and flag weights to suit your requirements and flag poles.

 Choose from a wide variety of substrates 

 Finished ready to fly

 Double sided print option available  

 Washable at 30°

Screen Printed Flags

Our screen printed flags can be printed and finished to suit your individual 
requirements for your final display. 

We can screen print flags onto a variety of substrates and print up to 8  
solid colours dependant on the flag sizes. 

Screen printing can also provide significant cost savings when bulk buying,  
Ideal for larger print runs.

 Can be matched to pantone colours  

 Stock storage available for bulk orders with  

 smaller quantities being dispatched when required 
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FlagsHandwavers
Handwavers are a low cost, high impact promotional tool and are 
ideal for corporate and sporting events alike. 

Fitted to a robust white plastic stick as standard and are available as 
bespoke products or depicting national flags. 

  Available in a wide range of substrates  

  Large and small quantity orders fulfilled  
 within short timescales

  Digital and screen print options available 

Sizes:
  

200 x 300mm and 400 x 600mm 

Bespoke sizes available on request 
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Related Products  Crowd flags
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Flags

 Portrait

 Portrait style flag with built in top arm to  

 keep your image showing at all times

 Tear

 Teardrop shaped and finished to  

 provide a rigid flat display area

 Fin

 A curvaceous shape with flowing lines

 Standard

 Our traditional power flag  

 shape with a distinctive top curve

Power Display Range
Our power display range is a collection of high impact, eye catching flags ideal for 
short term promotions and events. 

These simple to assemble displays can be positioned in seconds and with seven 
base options to choose from can be used anywhere. 

The poles are incredibly strong yet lightweight and slot together simply to hold 
the shape of your flag. 

Our power flags are fitted with a unique spinner feature which ensures that your 
flag moves with the wind, prolonging the life of your flags and enabling your 
messages to be visible from all directions.
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Choose from 4 standard shapes.

Click for sizes

1m

2m

3m

4m

5m

Power Fin Power Port Power Standard Power Tear

1m

2m

3m

4m

5m

6m 6m

Click for flag weight bases

1m

2m

3m

4m

5m

Power Fin Power Port Power Standard Power Tear

1m

2m

3m

4m

5m

6m 6m
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Back to Power displays 

Sizes:
  

Fin - 2.3xm x 0.7m - 3.1m x 0.85m - 4m x 1.5m

Portrait - 1.73m x 0.73m - 2.62m x 0.73m - 3.8m x 0.73m

Standard - 2.08m x 0.8m - 3.05m x 0.8m - 4.3m x 0.8m - 5.3m x 0.8m

Tear -  1.86xm x 0.72m - 2.93m x 1.15m - 3.56m x 1.38m
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Flags

 Digitally printed, single sided flags 

 Lightweight 

 Multiple base options available to suit various surfaces 

 Robust carbon and steel poles  

 Spinner included with any base option

NEW ‘Contoured’ Power Flags Display Range
Our new ‘contoured’ power display flags can be shaped to suit your design giving you a short term promotional display as 
unique as your campaign. Work within the guidelines and use the outline of your images to create a unique design.

Choose from small, medium or large sizes, all of which are printed single sided onto knitted polyester with a mirror image on 
the reverse.

Versatile, eye-catching and with our unique 360° rotation feature your design will be on display 100% of the time.

The spinner ensures that the flag moves with the wind, rather than battling against it, giving a longer flag life.

   Specifications:

Small  visual print area = 2080mm up to 1000mm

Medium visual print area = 3050mm up to 1000mm

Large visual print area = 4300mm up to 1000mm

X-Large visual print area= 5300mm up to 1000mm
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Flags

 Washable at 30°

  Supplied ready to fly 

  National designs are available 

Sewn Flags
Transform your design concepts and branding in to a stunning sewn flag 
produced by our skilled in-house sewing team.

Our sewn flags are made on site at our head office in Cambridgeshire and are 
hand crafted by our highly skilled team of machinists. 

Should you require a national flag or a bespoke design using your brand images, 
a crest or other intricate designs we can provide you with an expertly finished 
product which you will be proud to fly.

The flags we produce are made from spun polyester and cotton cambric and 
can incorporate other printed fabrics and stitching techniques to bring your 
design to life.
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FlagsGiant & Crowd Flags 
Our giant and crowd flags can be made to any size 
and can be supplied with carry straps depending on 
your requirements. 

These huge flags can be made to any shape 
specification such as your football teams shirt 
making them ideal for sporting events.

 Flame retardant treatment is available
 Bespoke shapes are available 
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Related Products:  Hand Wavers
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Flags

 Available to buy separately or as a standard set of 18

 Choice of finishes and substrates 

 
Sizes:

  45 x 30cm

Golf Pin Flags
Get ready for the green with our golf pin flags, an effective way of branding your corporate golf game. 

We can supply these durable and high quality golf pins either coloured, or branded with your clubs emblem 
or your company logo or branding.
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Tablecloths 
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Table Flags
These small but effective table top flags are ideal for that finishing touch at any event. 

Choose from national flags or create your own bespoke design depending on your requirements. 

Table flags make great centrepieces at events and celebrations such as banquets, conferences, boardrooms 
and weddings or can be used in offices to direct employees to first aiders, fire wardens and available desks.

Our tablecloths and table flags look great together and are a cost effective way of transforming a venue for 
your events, meetings and conferences. 

 Various base options available  

  Double-sided print option available

  Digitally printed to a high quality  

Sizes:
 

Flag - 10 x 15cm 

Wooden Mast- 29.97cm High (Base - 1.5cm High) 

Table Tear- 64cm High (Base - 1.5cm High)

Related Products:  Tablecloths 
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Backpack Flags
Our backpack flags are a lightweight and cost effective way of promoting your brand whilst on the move.

Ideal for any event or promotion, whether you’re promoting your stand location at an exhibition or raising 
money through running a marathon, there’s no better way to get your charity or brand noticed.

Can be used time and time again,  just call us to print a new flag to use at your next event or to advertise 
your latest promotions. 

 Lightweight backpack with padding for comfort  

 Two standard flag styles to choose from 

 Easy to assemble and transport

 A great alternative to foam boards as leaves hands free to carry samples or leaflets

Sizes:

Standard flag size 1.24m x 0.5m 

Backpack and flag combined weight  2.5kg

Bespoke sizes are available
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Ice Cream Poles & Flags  

Ice cream poles are an extremely cost effective flag and flagpole option for 
businesses looking to create an impact at a low cost. 

The flag measures 30cm x 45 cm with a 55 degree angle to suit the pole and is 
finished with a 3.5cm flat sleeve. 

Our pole set comes complete with a plastic base plate, a plastic pole, ferrule 
and end cap and can easily be mounted to your building.

 Supplied ready to fly  

 Wide range of substrates available

 Available single or double sided

Sizes:
 

Flag - 30cm x 45cm 55o angle

Pole - 19mm tubing

Base plate - 50mm x 100mm
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FlagsMaritime Flags 
Code of signals 

Code of signal flags are a perfect way to get your maritime message across.  

The Flags are available as either a full set of 40 or can be purchased individually. 

 Full set includes 26 alphabet Flags, 11 Pennants and 3 Substitutes

 Available printed or hand-sewn 

 Finished with a rope and toggle to withstand wear

Ensign and regional flags 

Ensign and regional flags are perfect for Navy and maritime use, or opt for a sewn ensign flag to 
create a more traditional and high class impression or choose our digitally printed for a fast and 
high quality service.

 Available printed or hand-sewn 

 Finished with a strong nylon rope and toggle

Sizes:

0.4m²  0.8m² available as standard 

Bespoke sizes available on request 
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Flags

Race Marshal Flags
Our race marshal flags are perfect for your motor sport events and 
match the Motor Sports Association regulations.

Flags with a design are digitally printed onto knitted polyester and the 
plain flags are produced from standard coloured knitted polyester.

These flags can be purchased as a full set or individually depending 
on your requirements.
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National Flags
Our range of national flags are available digitally printed or traditionally sewn and made to a high quality 
standard and supplied ready to fly. 

We guarantee the correct sizing and dimensions to get your national flag entirely accurate.

Standard designs and sizes are available to buy online.

 Supplied ready to fly 

 High quality 

 Washable at 30°

Sizes:

0.8m², 1.6m², 3.2m²  

available as standard
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FlagsWindsocks
Our windsocks are a highly visible and reliable wind direction indicator, perfect for marinas or airfields. 

Alternatively our windsocks can be branded with your logo and marketing message to get your premises or event noticed.  

Our standard windsocks are manufactured from ripstop nylon and finished with swivel clips.

 Bespoke windsocks in your corporate colours are available

 Finished with a rope and toggle

Sizes:
 

1.8m, 2.1m, 2.7m lengths  

available as standard
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Flagpoles &  
Accessories

Glass Reinforced Pole (GRP)
Our range of glass reinforced poles (GRP) are ideal for creating a premium 
feel to your display.

As well as looking great, GRP poles can be strengthened for use in exposed 
environments and are finished with a stain resistant coating providing you 
with a premium finish for longer. 

GRP poles are supplied painted white as standard but can be painted to 
suit your individual brand colour ways and finished with an assortment of 

halyards and banner arms to suit your individual requirements.     

   Can be ground or wall-mounted 

   Finished with a stain resistant coating

   Other colours available on request

   Available in a range of heights from 6m to 12m 

   Three finishing options available: internal halyard,    
             external halyard or Banner Arm

Sizes:
 

Wall Mounted – 3m, 4m, 6m

Ground – 6m, 6.6m, 7m, 8m, 9m, 10m, 11m, 12m 

Showhome Pole  
Aluminium showhome poles are ideal for promoting your brand and new 
housing development sites. 

Use alongside our rotating banner arm attachment to ensure your flag and 
messages are visible at all times.

In addition to the banner arm we have a range of finishes and attachments 
which allow you to customise your showhome pole and display your image 

professionally.

   Additional colour options available upon request 

   Suitable for use with banner arms or standard landscape flags 

   White powder coated finish as standard

   Can be painted to match a specific RAL chart colour

Sizes:
 

6m, 8m (both supplied in two sections)

Bespoke sizes are available on request

Flagpoles

Flagpoles 

Accessories 

Flag weight bases 

Automotive Powerpole

Flagpoles cont’d
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Flagpoles &  
Accessories

Wall-Mounted Flagpoles
These wall-mounted flagpoles are a great alternative when ground space is limited and are a great way of grabbing your customers’ 
attention and increasing your brand awareness. 

Flagpoles Continued

Flagpoles 

Accessories 

Flag weight bases 

Automotive Powerpole

   Choose from Glass Reinforced (GRP) or  
 aluminium flagpoles 

   35 degree angled or vertical mild steel brackets 

   Bespoke RAL chart colour finish available

   Installation and maintenance packages available 

   A variety of brackets and accessories are available

Sizes:

Aluminium Pole  - 1.5m, 2m, 2.5m 

GRP – 3m, 4m, 6m  
(Flags should not exceed 3.2m2)

Bespoke sizes are available on request

Flagpoles cont’d
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External Free-Standing Pole 

The external free-standing pole is suitable for use at any outdoor event as directional 
signage or to promote your branding and create a strong promotional presence. 

Supplied as a set which includes one piece pole, a 1m rotating banner arm, flag weight, 3 x 
cable ties and base which once filled with water becomes a sturdy stand for  your display. 

   Available to buy online

   Easy to assemble

   Perfect for use at outdoor events

Sizes:
 

2.5m, 3.0m, 3.5m, 4.0m

Bespoke sizes are available on request

Flagpoles &  
Accessories

Traditional Ceremonial Flagpoles
Our ceremonial flagpole is perfect for both indoor and outdoor 
ceremonial events and displays, conferences and more.

Made from dark wood with high quality brass fittings for a traditional 
finish, these poles can be used alongside our leather strap and 
bucket or our flagpole stand which has a hammerite finish. 

   Perfect for outdoor parades or indoor events and displays

   Flagpole stands to display 1, 3 or 5 ceremonial 
 flagpoles are available on request

Sizes:

Ceremonial Flagpole -  2.4m (2 x 1.2m sections)

Strap and Bucket is available in 2 sizes: 140cms & 157cms  

Both sizes with an internal bucket diameter of 4cm 

Flagpoles Continued  
Event Flagpoles

Flagpoles 

Accessories 

Flag weight bases 

Automotive Powerpole

Flagpoles cont’d
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Flagpoles &  
Accessories

Celebration Pole  

The celebration pole is a cost-effective and temporary alternative to the 
angled pole ideal for promoting events and offers. 

The pole is a gloss white wooden pole, red truck head, white moulded 
wall plate and is supplied with screws and wall plugs that are required for 
installation.  

   Available to purchase online

   Easy to install and remove 

   Supplied as a complete set 

Sizes:

1.5m and is designed to take a flag upto 0.7sqm at a 45° angle

Dimensions: Maximum height 5400mm, base 800mm x 800mm

Flagpoles 

Accessories 

Power Display Bases 

Automotive Powerpole

Flagpoles  -  Event Flagpoles Continued

Giant Pole 

Our giant flagpole is ideal for exhibitions, trade 
shows, sports fixtures and outdoor events; this 
5.4m flagpole is designed to display portrait flags 
of up to 4.1m providing you with a giant canvas for 
your messages. 

Supplied with a robust parasol base which 
once filled with water weight 70kgs helping it to 
withstand the elements at outdoor events.

   Height of 5.4m 

   Lightweight and easy to transport

   Easily interchangeable flags 

Sizes:

Display Area:  
Maximum banner size 1100mm x 4100mm  
Weight: Complete set 15kg empty, 
70kg when base is full

Dimensions:  
Maximum height 5400mm  
Base 800mm x 800mm
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Halyard 
Halyard is the rope on a flagpole, we have two options to choose from depending on where  
you flag is going to be flying. Our heavyweight halyard is perfect for your external flag poles whilst  
our standard Halyard is ideal for use with internal poles and banners.

Cleats 
Keep your Halyard neat and tidy with our cleats. 

   Available in black and white  

   Next day delivery and online purchasing available

Flag Weights 
Our Flag weights are ideal to use alongside our lightweight banner arms to prevent your flag from rising  

up the pole in the wind ensuring that your messages are visible at all times.

Security Collar 
Security collars are used to ensure tension is maintained on the flag or the flag’s bolt rope and to keep your flag looking its best whilst flying. 

Finials  
Choose from gold or silver colour finishes to complete your flagpole display

Truck Heads  
Truck Heads are the perfect way to top off your aluminium flag poles  
and are available in white or gold colour finishes. 

Flagpoles &  
AccessoriesFlag & Flagpole Accessories

Flagpoles 

Accessories 

Power Display Bases 

Automotive Powerpole
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Flagpoles &  
AccessoriesPower Display Bases

Display your power flags anywhere with our range of bases and brackets which are suitable for use both indoors and out.

Whether you are exhibiting an indoor exhibition or show, outdoors at an event or festival, at a car showroom or inside a 
shopping centre, we have the solution for you. 

Use the guide chart below to plan your perfect power display.
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Automotive Powerpole
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NB Images are not to scale and are for illustrative purposes only.
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Flagpoles &  
AccessoriesAutomotive Powerpole 

Our auto pole range has been developed by our research and development 
team with the automotive trade in mind and provides dealerships with the 
best display solution for their forecourts, helping to increase sales.

We offer a complete kit solution which includes a robust and durable 
aluminium auto pole, banner arm (either curved or standard), car base 
plate, flag weight.

 

   Available for next day delivery

   3 height options available

   Quick to assemble and position

   Supplied as a 1 piece pole set to keep the poles looking  
 fresher for longer 

  Stock storage available for bulk orders with smaller  
 quantities being dispatched when required

Flagpoles 

Accessories 

Power Display Bases 

Automotive Powerpole
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BannersBanner Arms
Independent Banner Arm 

Our independent banner arm has been developed to improve the display of portrait flags helping to ensure your 
messages can be seen even when there is no wind. 

Your flags can be hoisted with the banner arm inserted in the flag for all types of flagpoles, used with internal or 
external halyard and with any choice of finial.   

Independent banner arm can be used with any flag or banner with a width of 60cm and a minimum drop of 150cm. 

   Can be cut to bespoke sizes 

   Ensures your flag or banner can be seen at all times

   Ideal for use with single sided banners and flags 

Sizes:
 

120cm, 150cm banner arms available as standard  

for use with 4m & 5m flags respectively

Banner Arms (Wall-Mounted)
Our banner arms are a cost-effective solution for your advertising  
requirements.

Wall-mounted banner arms are fixed to an existing structure and  
the banners can be easily changed enabling you to keep your  

promotional displays up to date. 

   Ideal for use in areas with large footfall

   Cost effective 

   Subject to a site survey 

Sizes:
 

 Arm diameter 27mm

Banner Arms 

Banner Frames 

Roll-Up Banner 

Folding Pop-Up Banner  

Cafe Banners 

Y-Band Display  

Hanging Banners 

Fence Scrim 

Pavement Swing Banner 

Hanging Carousels

Wall-mounted banner arm Post mounted banner arm

Banner Arms cont’d
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BannersBanner Arms - Continued

Flexi-Arm 

Our flexi-arm can be fixed securely with a universal fitting band that is suitable for most types of lamp posts. 
Made from UV treated fibreglass this banner arm is extremely durable and flexible and has even been tested 
in wind speeds of up to 100mph!

The unique cantilever arms and fixings hold the banner under constant tension ensuring your messages are 

always visible and looking their best.

   3 widths available 

   Available with 10 yr warranty (subject to conditions) 

   Suitable for use with single or double-sided banners 

   UV treated fibre glass

Sizes:

Standard flexi-arm - 750mm (maximum banner length 3000mm)

Metro flexi-arm - 750mm (column diameter 76mm+, maximum banner length 2400mm)

Junior flexi-arm - 600mm (column Diameter 66mm+, maximum banner length 1500mm)

Banner Arms 

Banner Frames 

Roll-Up Banner 

Folding Pop-Up Banner  

Cafe Banners 

Y-Band Display 

Hanging Banners 

Fence Scrim 

Pavement Swing Sign 

Hanging Carousels
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BannersBanner Frames

Free standing banner frame 

Free-standing banner frames can be used to display either one banner or two banners. 

This frame is easy to assemble and simply clicks together using push fit joints and is supplied with a carry bag 

that contains 2 heavy duty pegs per leg section to keep it firmly in place on soft surfaces.  

   Lightweight and easy to transport

   Can be painted to match a specific RAL chart colour

   Can be used indoors and outdoors 

   Easy to replace banners 

   Double sided 

   A range of sizes are available

 

Sizes:

 91.5cm x 150cm  1.22cm x 610cm

Bespoke sizes are available on request up to a height of 1.75m.

Banner Arms 

Banner Frames 

Roll-Up Banner 

Folding Pop-Up Banner  

Cafe Banners 

Y-Band Display 

Hanging Banners 
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Pavement Swing Sign 
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Banner Frames cont’d
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BannersBanner Frames - Continued

Wall mounted banner frame 

Wall-mounted banner frames are perfect for locations where floor space is limited.  

This banner frame is a highly visible means of displaying outdoor promotional banners and ideal for updating 

seasonal or changing advertising messages, as the banners are easily interchangeable.

   Durable and easy to assemble 

   Easy to replace banners

   Can be painted to match a specific  
 RAL chart colour

Sizes:

Bespoke sizes are available on request
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BannersRoll-Up Banner
Easy to erect and portable, our roll- up banner displays are perfect 
for exhibitions, events, showrooms, and sales presentations.

Choose from so-flat PVC or satin depending on your requirements 
and desired final look.

   Three models available to chose from

   Supplied with a carry case 

   Interchangeable graphics (Elite & Deluxe only)

   Available to buy online if you have print ready artwork 

Sizes:

Standard - 800 x 2000mm, 1500 x 2000mm 

Elite - 800 x 2000mm

Deluxe - 800 x 2240mm

Detail of Deluxe Banner base Deluxe Banner Standard Roll-Up Banner
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Folding Pop-Up Banner
Lightweight and suitable for internal or external use, our folding pop-up’s can be 
displayed in seconds to show your promotional messages.

Choose from a variety of sizes and styles, all of which are fitted with a flexible fibre 
rods that keep the banners taut and stable but can be folded flat and stowed away in 
a handy carry case.  

   Easy to erect, no assembly required

   Supplied with a carry case and four pegs for securing into grass or soil

   Available in a variety of different shapes and sizes

   Double / triple sided print option (depending on model)

   Lightweight and easy to transport

  

 Horizontal Banner

 Mini 120 x 70cm,  
  Sml 140 x 90cm,  
  Med 200 x 100cm,  
  Lrg 260 x 100cm,  
  Xlrg 275 x 135cm  

   

Rectangular Banner

 Med 200 x 100cm,  
  Lrg 260 x 100cm,  
  Xlrg 300 x 100cm

   
Round Banner

 Med 120cm dia,  
  Lrg 150cm dia 

   
Square Banner

  
140cm

  
 Vertical Banner

  Med 100 x 150cm,  
  Lrg 100 x 200cm

   
Tower Banner

 
100 x 200cm (3 sided)

  

Banners
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BannersCafe Banners
Portable and easy to assemble our café banners are a great way of segmenting 
external spaces and is a highly effective promotional tool which serves a 
practical purpose.

Perfect for almost any location, banners can be branded with your logo or 
advertising messages making this display system a great way of enhancing 
your brand awareness.

   Chrome finish to frame 

   Interchangeable banners

   Double sided print option available 

   Easy to assemble 

   Available in a variety of substrates

Sizes:
  

1.2m, 1.5m, 1.8m

Banner Arms 

Banner Frames 
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Folding Pop-Up Banner 

Cafe Banners 

Y-Band Display 

Hanging Banners 
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Pavement Swing Sign 

Hanging Carousels

Related Products:  Parasols
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BannersY-Band Display
The Y band display is a free standing system which is ideal for use at external 
events thanks to the weather resistant nature of the product. 

This display is quick and easy to assemble reaching to a heights of over 2m,  
due to the adjustable nature of the system this height can be increased to  
suit your needs. 

The base can be filled with sand or water giving you a durable display which 

weighs in at over 22kgs. 

 Banners are printed on durable PVC and finished with  reinforced eyelets

 Interchangeable banners

 Supplied in a carry case for ease of transport

 Can be used internally or externally

 Cost effective and durable

Sizes:

  Standard  - 0.7m x  2.0m
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BannersHanging Banners
Banners are a great advertising tool to promote events, product launches, 
promotions and can be finished to suit your requirements.

Our hanging banners can be supplied with aluminium clip bars, plastic clip bars, 
a wooden dowel or also eyelets depending on your requirements.    

   High quality printing

   A wide range of substrates available 

   Reusable 

   Can be used indoors or out

Sizes:

  Made to meet your bespoke needs
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BannersFence Scrim
Fence scrim is a low cost alternative to hard signage and is a highly effective method 
of promoting your brand and advertising your products and services.

We can produce fence scrim to suit most fence and barrier sizes and we supply the 
final product cut for direct fixing or supply back straps and eyelets.

The easy fitting and removal of our fence scrim makes it a simple way to transform 

areas at major events such as festivals and marathons.

Banner Arms 

Banner Frames 

Roll-Up Banners 

Folding Pop-Up Banner 

Cafe Banners 

Y-Band Display 

Hanging Banners 

Fence Scrim 

Pavement Swing Sign 

Hanging Carousels

   Easy to fit and remove

   Reusable and easy to transport 

   Quick turnaround times 

   A range of medias are available

Sizes:
   

Made to meet your bespoke needs
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Banners

   Steel frame available in white or black

   Cost effective

   Double sided graphic options available

Pavement Swing Sign 

Our pavement swing sign is a lightweight and inexpensive solution which can be used both internally and externally. 

Full-colour and photographic print quality is available with this product and printing on adhesive vinyl gives you the 
option to update display with your changing promotions. 

The frame is sturdy yet weighs only 10kgs, making it light enough to be easily moved and re-positioned on a daily basis.  

Banner Arms 

Banner Frames 

Roll-Up Banners 

Folding Pop-Up Banner 

Cafe Banners 

Y-Band Display 

Hanging Banners 

Fence Scrim 

Pavement Swing Sign 

Hanging Carousels

Sizes:

  534mm x 811mm x 490mm (Display area - 430mm x 625mm)
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BannersHanging Carousels
Get your branding and messages seen from anywhere at an event with our carousel banner. 

This overhead hanging sign is a great way to make a bold impact whilst displaying signage, branding or 
promotional messages. 

The interchangeable banner is printed onto standard knitted polyester and supported by a flexible 
fibre frame. The light weight frame is supplied with hanging wires with thumb screw attachments 
which allow for the banner to be hung from a variety of ceiling fixings, either centrally or from four 
equally spaced points. 

The banners and frames are available in 5 standard diameters and 1 stand length; however the banner 
length can be varied on request.

Further banners can also be added to the display to create an impressive tiered effect. 

  Suitable for internal use only

  Five standard sizes available

  Flexible fibre frame & knitted polyester banner 

  Tiered system available

Sizes:
 

1m x 1.46m, 1m x 1.83m,  
1m x 2.20m, 1m x 2.56m, 1m x 2.93m

Banner length can be varied on request
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Finishing TouchesParasols
We offer a range of beautifully designed promotional parasols which can be produced 
in your brand colours or display your company logo and straplines to suit all budgets 
and requirements.

Use alongside our cafe banners to create a welcoming alfresco dining space or 

separately to create your ideal outdoor promotional display. 

  Robust frames and powder coated white finish pole 

  Available screen or digitally printed

  Parasol bases are also available

Sizes:

1.8m diameter

Parasols 

Umbrellas 

Canvas Prints 

Bespoke Bunting  

Tablecloths 

Floor Graphics 

Wallpaper  

Car Covers 

Window Graphics

Related Products  Cafe Banners
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Finishing TouchesUmbrellas
Bespoke umbrellas are a great addition for promoting your brand at corporate 
events, conferences and exhibitions.

Choose from a wide range of frames, canopies and handles to personalise your 
umbrellas in line with your brand. 

Standard umbrellas consist of a black frame with a black plastic pistol grip handle 
and black tip, a range of other finishes are also available.

  Base panel colours to choose from as standard  

  Corporate pantone colours available on request 

  A variety of handles to choose from

Sizes:
 

75cm long ribs giving an overall diameter over the arch of 150cm.  

The actual diameter from rib tip to rib tip is approx 135cm

Parasols 

Umbrellas 

Canvas Prints 

Bespoke Bunting 

Tablecloths 
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Wallpaper  

Car Covers 

Window Graphics

Related Products  Golf Pin Flags
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Finishing TouchesCanvas Prints
Transform your foyer or reception area with our high quality canvases. 

We can create canvas art from your favourite image, photograph or images of products giving you the 
opportunity to personalise those finishing touches.

Our canvases are supplied fully-assembled and we offer a gallery wrap finish which adds that extra special 
touch.

  Robust pine frame

       Available in a wide range of sizes 

  Supplied stretched & ready to hang

  Gallery wrap available

Sizes:

 Various

Parasols 
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Related Products:  Wallpaper
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Finishing TouchesBespoke Bunting 
Bunting is a fun way to promote your brand, promotions, products or celebrate an event. Whether you‘re looking for 
contemporary or traditional style, our bunting can be custom-made so we are certain we can meet your needs.

Choose from paper bunting for one – off promotions or use fabric to enable you to use time and time again. We also 
have a selection of stock bunting available which includes festive, party and national flag designs.  

 Standard lengths of 10m contains 24 pennants  

 Double sided print option available 

 Bespoke shapes, sizes & lengths available

Parasols 

Umbrellas 

Canvas Prints 

Bespoke Bunting  

Tablecloths 

Floor Graphics 

Wallpaper  

Car Covers 

Window GraphicsStock Bunting 

In addition to our bespoke bunting we also have a range of pre designed bunting,  

comprised of our most popular designs.

   Available to buy online      Free delivery       Cost effective 

National Bunting 

Celebrate national holidays and sporting events with our selection of national  bunting.  

With designs for each nation we are guaranteed to have the design you need, if not we  
can easily print your designs or design something in-house to meet your requirements. 

Multi Coloured Bunting  
Available in a range of substrates and shapes and is an ideal solution for parties and events. 

We offer a wide range of colours to choose from including red, white and blue for national events. 

Sizes available: Standard pennants 20 x 30cm

Bespoke sizes are available
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Tablecloths
Bespoke tablecloths are the perfect finishing touch for any event or celebration and are available printed or 
traditionally sewn depending on your requirements. 

Digital printing enables us to incorporate photographic images and reproduce corporate logos and colours.

Should you prefer a traditionally sewn product we can incorporate other printed fabrics and stitching 
techniques to bring your design to life.

Our tablecloths are washable and can be finished with cotton cambric backing to prolong the life of the 
finished product. 

 Printed or traditionally sewn options available  

 Sizes available to meet your needs

Finishing Touches

Parasols 

Umbrellas 

Canvas Prints 

Bespoke Bunting 

Tablecloths 

Floor Graphics 

Wallpaper  

Car Covers 

Window Graphics

Related Products:  Table Flags
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Finishing TouchesFloor Graphics
Floor graphics are the perfect cost effective promotional tool to get your customers 
attention, use as directional signage or to advertise promotions, products and services.

Take advantage of footfall to advertise your products and services with these durable,  
full colour floor graphics.

 Slip resistant finish 

 Easy to remove and replace  

 Cost effective internal promotional tool 

 Can last for up to 6 months

N.B. Floor graphics have a removable adhesive however we recommend with all 
adhesive products to test them on the surface you wish to use them as adhesives 
react differently on different surfaces and in different conditions
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Related Products:  Window Graphics
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Finishing TouchesWallpaper
Our wallpapers make a great addition to your 
showrooms and offices and gives a vibrant  
inspiring place for people to work and visit.

Create your wallpaper using photographs of 
products, motivational messages or images of 
successful projects to create a unique display. 

 Can be printed to your size specifications

 High quality photographic images

 Fitting service available

Parasols 

Umbrellas 

Canvas Prints 

Bespoke Bunting 

Tablecloths 

Floor Graphics 

Wallpaper  

Car Covers 

Window Graphics

Related Products:  Canvas Prints
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Finishing TouchesCar Covers
Car covers are a stylish way to create an exciting atmosphere and present cars at events and vehicle launches.

Choose from digitally printed or traditionally sewn finishes to incorporate any designs. The covers are available fully fitted or loosely 

shaped to provide a draped cover for a theatrical reveal. 

 Available in a wide range of colours and substrates 

 Can be printed or traditionally sewn with your logo or other designs 

 Made to your size requirements 

Parasols 

Umbrellas 

Canvas Prints 

Bespoke Bunting 

Tablecloths 

Floor Graphics 

Wallpaper  

Car Covers 

Window Graphics

Related Products:  
Vehicle Graphics 
Vehicle Wraps
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Finishing TouchesWindow Graphics
If you are short on wall space a great way to market your products is 
by using our window graphics. 

Choose from photos, corporate messages or marketing messages 
to create an atmospheric interior. 

 Available in any size

 Superb print quality 

 A range of medias available

Parasols 

Umbrellas 

Canvas Prints 

Bespoke Bunting 

Tablecloths 

Floor Graphics 

Wallpaper  

Car Covers 

Window Graphics
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Wash & Repair 

When you buy flags it is important to take care of your flags, to get the best life span 
from your purchase.

With each of our orders we send a guide on how to look after your flags, banners and 
promotional displays. This guide includes information on flying your flags in rainy and 
windy conditions, how to store and tips on extending the life of your products. 

Most of our flags can be machine washed at 30° to keep them looking their best, 
however we also offer a wash and repair service. 

Our maintenance team will assess what repairs can be done,  
re-hem as necessary, wash and return your flags to you back in top condition. 

Costs for this service are available upon request.  

Flame and Fume Treatment Service

Ensure peace of mind by meeting British safety standards with our flame and fume 
treatment which can be applied to our knitted polyester or spun fabrics. 

The performance of this durable treatment is not affected by sunlight, time, traffic 
pollution or dry cleaning processes and written documentation of the treatment is 
provided with the goods. 

Washing and cleaning of the fabric will eventually reduce the effectiveness however, 
several washes would be needed before reapplication would be required.

Please note our 520gsm PVC is flame retardant and suitable for internal use.
We proudly supply Flags, Banners and Promotional items to...

MANUFACTURED
IN THE UK

Other Services

Wash & Repair
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Installation & Maintenance 
Whether you require an installation at one UK site or sites nationwide, our team can help. 
In addition to one off installation projects we offer a contract option to help keep flags and 
banners up-to-date according to new promotions.

 

    Guidance on where to site a new pole
    Advice and help with planning permissions where needed
    Can carry out a site survey and provide you with a full report and installation plan
    Safe and secure installation in line with health and safety standards
    Night installation available

Maintenance contracts are available to ensure your flag poles are kept in the best possible  
condition and cover both ground and wall mounted flag poles.

    Covers both ground and wall-mounted flag poles
    Increases the life expectancy of your flag poles
    Ensures that the visual appeal of your display is maintained
    Reduces the risk of a flag pole failure
    An emergency call-out service is also available 

We proudly supply Flags, Banners and Promotional items to...

MANUFACTURED
IN THE UK

Installation & 
Maintenance
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Display Systems

The Curve 

Detail

The Flare 

Detail

The Frame

The Wall

Detail
The Wave  

Detail

The Counter 

Detail

Stretex system 

Crosswire & Trusswire 

Pop-Up 

Centro

Stretex Display Range 
Our versatile new range is perfect for all your display needs, and is an affordable option to bring your brand to life with 
high impact display graphics. The current Stretex range comprises of six key elements all of which can be printed double 
sided and are easy to assemble and transport.   

The Frame

Detail

Sizes:

The Wall 2980 x 2315 x 480mm

The Curve 3050 x 2290 x 450mm

The Counter 800 x 1000 x 530mm

The Wave 900 x 2380 x 480mm

The Flare 840 x 2000 x 400mm

The Frame – Sizes range from  

0.5 x 1.0m to 2.0 x 6.0m 

1m

0.5m

0m

0.5m

0m

2m

3m

Counter Curve WaveFlare Wall

0.8m 3.05m 1m0.84m 3.05m

1m

2m

3m

Click for shapes and sizesAll this Stretex System fits compactly into carry cases as shown (excluding the frame). 

	 Cost	effective

	 Double	sided	graphic	options	available

	 Fabric	covers	are	washable	at	30°

	 Easy	to	transport,	whole	range	fits	in	to	the	boot	of	a	car	and	weighs	less	than	9kg

	 Symbol	coded	frames	for	simple,	trouble-free	assembly	(not	inc	The	Frame)

	 Carry	cases	are	included	as	standard	(not	inc	The	Frame)
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Display Systems

1m

0.5m

0m

0.5m

0m

2m

3m

Counter Curve WaveFlare Wall

0.8m 3.05m 1m0.84m 3.05m

1m

2m

3m Stretex system 

Crosswire & Trusswire 

Pop-Up 

Centro

BACK
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Stretex system  
detailThe Wave 

The distinctive shape of the wave provides a high visual impact to attract people 
passing. A double sided product allowing you to create different images using the 
shape either concave or convex. The Wave Detail 

The Wall Detail 

The Curve Detail 

The Flare Detail 

The Counter Detail 

The Frame Detail

Stretex system

Crosswire & Trusswire 

Pop-Up 

Centro

1m

0.5m

0m

0.5m

0m

2m

3m

Counter Curve WaveFlare Wall

0.8m 3.05m 1m0.84m 3.05m

1m

2m

3m

1m

0.5m

0m

0.5m

0m

2m

3m

Counter Curve WaveFlare Wall

0.8m 3.05m 1m0.84m 3.05m

1m

2m

3m

BACK

Dimensions:  

900mm Width 
2380mm Hight  
480mm Depth 

Weight - 8kg 
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Stretex system  
detailThe Wall

The wall is a free standing display guaranteed to get your brand noticed. Use single sided as a backdrop or double sided to divide space in 
open plan areas, this simple but effective design assembles in minutes and provides a lasting impact.

Dimensions:   
3050mm Width 
2315mm Hight  
480mm Depth 
Weight - 8kg

The Wave Detail 

The Wall Detail 

The Curve Detail 

The Flare Detail 

The Counter Detail 

The Frame Detail

Stretex system

Crosswire & Trusswire 

Pop-Up 

Centro

1m

0.5m

0m

0.5m

0m

2m

3m

Counter Curve WaveFlare Wall

0.8m 3.05m 1m0.84m 3.05m

1m

2m

3m

1m

0.5m

0m

0.5m

0m

2m

3m

Counter Curve WaveFlare Wall

0.8m 3.05m 1m0.84m 3.05m

1m

2m

3m

BACK
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The Curve
The curve is an eye catching free-standing display. Its distinctive curved design makes it ideal for use as  
a backdrop for full brand exposure. The system is portable, easy to assemble and a lightweight alternative to a 3x3 Pop Up.

Dimensions:  

3050mm Width 
2290mm Hight  
450mm Depth 
Weight - 8kg 

The Wave Detail 

The Wall Detail 

The Curve Detail 

The Flare Detail 

The Counter Detail 

The Frame Detail

Stretex system

Crosswire & Trusswire 

Pop-Up 

Centro

1m

0.5m

0m

0.5m

0m

2m

3m

Counter Curve WaveFlare Wall

0.8m 3.05m 1m0.84m 3.05m

1m

2m

3m

1m

0.5m

0m

0.5m

0m

2m

3m

Counter Curve WaveFlare Wall

0.8m 3.05m 1m0.84m 3.05m

1m

2m

3m

Stretex system  
detail

BACK
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Stretex system  
detailThe Flare 

The flare has a very unique shape which allows your message to be seen around a complete 360 
degrees. This product would make a great information point beside your new product launch.

Dimensions:  
840mm Width  
2000mm Hight  
400mm Depth  
Weight - 8kg 

The Wave Detail 

The Wall Detail 

The Curve Detail 

The Flare Detail 

The Counter Detail 

The Frame Detail

Stretex system

Crosswire & Trusswire 

Pop-Up 

Centro

1m

0.5m

0m

0.5m

0m

2m

3m

Counter Curve WaveFlare Wall

0.8m 3.05m 1m0.84m 3.05m

1m

2m

3m

1m

0.5m

0m

0.5m

0m

2m

3m

Counter Curve WaveFlare Wall

0.8m 3.05m 1m0.84m 3.05m

1m

2m

3m

BACK
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Stretex system  
detailThe Counter 

The counter creates a focal point to display literature and branded items or as a greeting point at any function. 
This portable lightweight system assembles in minutes and makes it easy to represent your corporate image, 
wherever you are exhibiting.

Dimensions: 

800mm Width 
1000mm Hight  
530mm Depth 

Weight - 6kg 

The Wave Detail 

The Wall Detail 

The Curve Detail 

The Flare Detail 

The Counter Detail 

The Frame Detail

Stretex system

Crosswire & Trusswire 

Pop-Up 

Centro
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0.5m

0m
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0m

2m

3m

Counter Curve WaveFlare Wall

0.8m 3.05m 1m0.84m 3.05m
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Counter Curve WaveFlare Wall
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Stretex system  
detail

 Quick interchangeable graphics allow you to keep up  
 to date with your offers and promotions

 Great way to brighten up an empty wall space

 Use as room dividers or segment areas for specific promotions

 Perfect for new product launches

 Available in any size either single or double sided to suit your needs

The Frame
The frame is an elegant addition to any wall, reception, shop or office area.  
The simple locking system makes it quick and easy to assemble and can be  
used as a free standing, wall mounted or hanging display.

Dimensions:  
Available in any size to suit your needs  
Free standing or hung 
Frame extrusion will vary  
depending on size and options

The Wave Detail 

The Wall Detail 

The Curve Detail 

The Flare Detail 

The Counter Detail 

The Frame Detail

Stretex system

Crosswire & Trusswire 

Pop-Up 

Centro

BACK
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Display Systems

 Additional fittings including lights, shelves and  
 leaflet holders are also available

 Easy to assemble and transport 

 Durable frame 

 Unique folding sections (Trusswire only) 

Crosswire & Trusswire Display Systems
These two innovative modular systems can be built to any size depending on your requirements. Both the crosswire and the trusswire are easily assembled 
by hand which makes them ideal for exhibitions – no need to drag along heavy tools! The interchangeable banners enable you to change the display to meet 
your evolving promotional display needs with minimal expenditure.

Unique folding sections 
(Trusswire)

Stretex System 

Crosswire & Trusswire 

Pop-Up 

Centro

Sizes:
 

Corner display system - 0.9 x 2.0m (suitable for 2 banners)

Tower display system - 0.9x 2.0m (suitable for 4 banners)

Large wall display - 1.8 x 2.0m (suitable for 1 banner)

Small wall display - 0.9 x 2.0m (suitable for 1 banner

Zig-Zag display - 0.9 x 2.0m (suitable for 3 banners)
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Display Systems

Stretex System 

Crosswire & Trusswire 

Pop-Up 

Centro

 Pop-Up Display
Our pop-up display is a ready-made stand in a bag and a great way to make an impression at any exhibition, conference or showroom.

The graphics are digitally printed onto white PVC and then fitted with header bars to hang them from the top of the frame and magnetic 
strips are attached to the sides to hold them securely to the front of the frame.  The ‘pop-up’ style of the lightweight aluminium frame 

allows for the display stand to be erected in minutes.  

 Supplied as a full kit (includes aluminium frame, full colour graphics, frame struts fitted with magnetic  
 tape, two halogen lights supplied with 3amp plugs, wheeled storage and transportation case)

 Easy to transport and assemble        A large canvas for your brand and messages - over 5m²    

   High quality digital print      Graphics can be updated when required 

Sizes:
   

3m x 3m, 3m x 4m 
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Display Systems

 Versatile, can be built to meet your requirements 

 High quality, durable and cost effective display  

 Banners can be changed when required 

 Components can be purchased to meet your evolving requirements  

 Suitable for use with a wide range of substrates 

Centro Display System
The Centro display system is a modular display system and is ideal for 
any indoor environment from exhibitions or showrooms, to offices and 
retail outlets. 

The modular nature of this sturdy display means it can be easily configured 
to create large and complex displays and sizes starting from 1m high 
and 0.75m width. Multi angled fixing points connect the individual stand 
components together with the supplied fixing tool, allowing for irregular 
shapes to be created and a unique look. 

A range of accessories are also available to further adapt the system for 
your requirements, including lights, shelves, literature holders and IPad 
or monitor brackets. A transportation case is an added option for those 

wishing to use the system across a range of locations. 

Stretex System 

Crosswire & Trusswire 

Pop-Up 

Centro

Sizes:

 0.75mx 2.0m, 1.5m x 2.0m, 2.25m x 2.0m supplied as standard 
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Graphic ServicesOur Graphic Services
From flags, banners, large format and vehicle graphics to logos, corporate brochures and flyers our team can provide you 
with an online or printed solution depending on your requirements.  

Our designers know that in today’s market literature needs to be accessible to potential customers on a wide range of 
formats and with this mind provide you with a design that works just as well online as off. 

We are able to provide you with a professionally designed finished product which will make you immediately recognisable, 
unique and memorable.

We specialise in:

   Corporate identity and branding 

   Image manipulation 

   E-Brochures  

   Product photography

   Illustration

   Photo re-touching

Graphic Design

Product Photography

Corporate ID
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Vehicle Graphics Vehicle Graphics
Vehicle graphics are a cost-effective method for event or sales campaigns to 
enhance fleet branding or to promote address and contact details. 

Our vinyl graphics can be cut to almost any shape or size and can be applied to 
any area of the vehicle you require. 

From your business branding to bespoke marketing messages you transform 
your vehicle in to a mobile advertising tool with this with this low cost solution.

 Quick and easy to apply 

 Can be removed easily 

 Cost effective marketing tool

Vehicle Graphics 

Vehicle Wraps
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Vehicle WrapsVehicle Wraps
Transform your vehicle in to a mobile advertising billboard with our vehicle wraps, the perfect 
tool to get your branding and promotions seen by as many people as possible. 

Our wraps can be designed and printed in full colour and incorporate photographic images 
and complex logos. Supply with your finished artwork or work closely with our creative team 
to turn your ideas into reality and produce a striking end result. 

With complete wraps even the windows can be covered using an advanced window film 
that allows the image to be visible from the outside but transparent when looking from the 
inside out.

The printed self-adhesive vinyl is hardwearing and helps protect your vehicle’s bodywork 
from minor stone chips. For extended longevity, a clear laminate can be applied helping to 
prevent UV fade and scratching.

Vehicle Graphics 

Vehicle Wraps

Be Brave
Sell yourself
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Equipment Hire Equipment Hire 
Hiring is a cost effective way of creating an impact with products that you may 
only need to use once.

Our hire service is second to none with our experienced installations team on 
hand to guide you through any health and safety issues and to manage the 
whole process enabling you to focus on the organisation of the event. 

The standard hire range includes our giant pole and our free standing 6.7m 
pole which can be hired alongside the accessories you need to keep your flags 
flying at their best.  

Should you require other options we will source a solution for you from our vast 
product range.

Why hire from us?

   

 Perfect for large scale events and festivals

 Full briefing on what is required

 Full installation service 

 Dismantle and removable service 

 Experienced installation team are on hand to support you

 Product location support 

Sizes:

Giant flag pole – 5.4m (supplied completed with base)

Free standing pole – 6.7m (supplied as a 2 pole set & sectional concrete  
block housed within a steel base and hard cover)

Giant flag pole
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About  
House of FlagsHouse of Flags

House of Flags is the UK’s leading supplier of flags, flagpoles, banners and promotional display items 
using the latest print technology at our Cambridgeshire based head office.

Established over 35 years and with a team of dedicated nationwide account managers, we are able 
to provide our customers with their ideal display solutions, wherever they are located.

With our extensive experience, a wide range of materials and the latest printing technology, we 
are able to help businesses to make an impression, with eye-caching and high impact promotional 
solutions.

Whether you’re organising an event or ensuring your corporate image is displayed to maximum 
effect, our complete customer-focused service and varied product range, will provide you with a 
visually effective result.

From design and print at our Cambridgeshire site, to installation and maintenance across the UK, 
your flag, flag pole, banner, building wrap and promotional display order will be managed with care 
from start to finish.

If you are unable to find the right product you require, please do not hesitate to contact our sales 
support team who will be happy to assist.

 Proven track record

 Short lead times

 High quality, competitively priced goods

 Latest print technology in-house

 Full service available from design inception to installations

 Founding and gold member of the flag institute

 Personalised procurement portals
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Contacts

  Head Office 
 Bicton Ind Park, Kimbolton,  
 Cambridgeshire PE28 0LQ

 Tel: 01480 861 678

 enquiries@flags.co.uk

  Birmingham Office 
 1048 Coventry Road, Hay Mills 
 Birmingham B25 8DP

 Tel: 0121 773 6789

 enquiries@flags.co.uk

  Taunton Office 
 4 Quadrant Court, Middle Street 
 Taunton Somerset TA1 1SJ

 Tel: 01823 330 733

 enquiries@flags.co.uk

  

flags.co.uk

House of Flags Ltd Company Registration No. 2213723VAT Registration No. GB705861825 enquiries@flags.co.uk

All photographs, graphics and diagrams shown are for illustrative purposes only.
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